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Matrimonial Matters

The EU regulation on ‘matrimonial matters and 

parental responsibility’ handles issues related to 

family law between Member States, such as divorce, 

separation and child abduction in particular.

It establishes processes to enable  recognition and 

enforcement of decisions made in individual Member 

States and enables cooperation on international child 

abduction matters.

e-SENS added value

e-SENS simplifies access to cross-border legal proce-

dures within civil law by implementing transnational 

digital services for European citizens. It facilitates 

registration and execution of a judgment obtained in 

another Member State. 

e-SENS enables submission and receipt of documents 

by electronic means, which makes the whole process 

faster and safer for citizens, lawyers and courts within 

the whole Europe.

e-Justice

Benefits for citizens, lawyers and courts

• Faster recognition and enforcement of legal decisions

• Seamless resolution of  cross border family disputes  

• Secure electronic documents exchange

• Reduced costs of procedures 

• Reduced need for legal assistance 

• Better and more reliable communication channels between courts, citizens and legal professionals
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If you would like to get more information,  

please visit our website www.esens.eu

or send an email to esens.info@lists.esens.eu

Solutions to enable electronic matrimonial matters

To enable digital handling of matrimonial matters’ 

pilots e-SENS implements open-source technical 

solutions such as: e-Delivery, e-Signature, e-ID and 

e-Documents. This deployment will ensure proper, 

quick and safe online cross-border communication 

between national e-Justice systems and citizens in-

volved. The online services within family law will be 

launched by Spain, France, the Netherlands, Italy and 

Poland as the first step.

Legal background

The piloting scenario follows Council Regulation (EC) 

No 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 concerning 

jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of 

judgments in matrimonial matters and the matters 

of parental responsibility, repealing Regulation (EC) 

No 1347/2000. The Regulation aims to simplify the 

recognition and enforcement of foreign decisions in 

one of the Member States and handle international 

child abduction issues.

Practical example  

A citizen from country A wishes to register a judgment of divorce obtained in a country B. The citizen submits 

a request to a competent court in a Member State of enforcement (country B). The court – after a very short 

and simplified procedure, issues a certificate as defined in EU Regulation 2201/2003. Thanks to e-SENS, the 

communication can proceed electronically. Now, the certificate can be easily presented in the competent 

court in the Member State where a citizen wishes to register and execute the divorce judgement.
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